“I really liked how we could see what everybody was writing instead of just the things I was. It was a lot easier to collaborate with each other having all of our thoughts on one central database.”
(English student, Auburn)
What is COVE Studio?

COVE Studio is our password-protected space for reading and annotation. Teachers can easily access our vetted, ADA-compliant texts, add them to an anthology, and make them available to students.

Students can annotate texts on their own, as well as share their thoughts with the others in a class, with comments accessible only to others in the class.

No more need for expensive anthologies you can’t customize! COVE provides low-cost content YOU choose in a form that helps students read and do research on their own!

Over nine million words of pre-coded texts ready for inclusion in course anthologies

line numbers for poetry

proper formatting for plays

original engravings
Why choose COVE Studio?

Customize your anthologies to your heart’s content, including the ability to add your own texts with ease.

Choose from our ever-growing database of pre-formatted texts—no more need for expensive anthologies. Nine million words and counting!

Annotate texts with students, thus helping them to read and understand texts. Adding images, audio, and film to annotations is a breeze!

Re-use your anthologies from semester to semester. Anyone can also export a class’ annotations for later use.

Publish scholarly editions with advanced students (following peer review, copy-editing, and proofing).

Request that new primary texts be made available in our database—we will encode them for you!
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**Annotate**

texts with students, thus helping them to read and understand texts. Adding images, audio, and film to annotations is a breeze!
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**Publish**

scholarly editions with advanced students (following peer review, copy-editing, and proofing).
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**Find**

primary texts in our database.
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**Annotate**

texts with students, thus helping them to read and understand texts. Adding images, audio, and film to annotations is a breeze!
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**Publish**

scholarly editions with advanced students (following peer review, copy-editing, and proofing).
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**Create**

your own anthologies from scratch.
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**Customize**

your anthologies to your heart’s content, including the ability to add your own texts with ease.
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**Share**

your annotations with others.
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**Request**

that new primary texts be made available in our database—we will encode them for you!
Individual users pay just $10/year, with all funds used to sustain the project:

https://www.navsa.org/members/join-navsa/#cove-only

To pay for an entire class directly or for institutional subscriptions, contact coveeditions@gmail.com or visit: